In this chapter we examine two different settings in which sparseness can be important in a functional data analysis (FDA). The first setting involves sparseness in the functions. The classical assumption of FDA is that each function has been measured at all time points. However, in practice it is often the case that the functions have only been observed at a relatively small number of points. Here we discuss different general approaches that can be applied in this setting, such as basis functions, mixed effects models and local smoothing, and examine the relative merits of each. Then we briefly outline several specific methodologies that have been developed for dealing with sparse functional data in the principal components, clustering, classification and regression paradigms. The second setting involves using sparsity ideas from high dimensional regression problems, where most of the regression coefficients are assumed to be zero, to perform a dimension reduction in the functional space. We discuss two specific approaches that have been suggested in the literature.
Introduction
It is often assumed in functional data analysis (FDA) that the curve or function has been measured over all points or, more realistically, over a densely sampled grid. In this chapter we deal with two FDA settings where sparsity becomes important. We first consider the situation where, rather than densely observed functions, we only have measurements at a relatively sparse set of points. In this situation alternative methods of analysis are required. Figure 1 provides an example of two data sets that fall into the "sparsely observed" category. The "growth" data, illustrated in Figure 1a ), consists of measurements of spinal bone mineral density for 280 males and females taken at various ages and is a subset of the data presented in Bachrach et al. (1999) . Even though, in aggregate, there are 860 observations taken over a period of almost two decades, there are only 2-4 measurements for each individual covering no more than a few years. The "Nephropathy" data, illustrated in Figure 1b ), shows percentage changes in glomular filtration rate (GFR) over a six year period, for a group of patients with membranous nephropathy, an auto-immune disease of the kidney. GFR is a standard measure of kidney function. Both of these data sets have sparsely observed curves so more standard FDA techniques can not be applied. We will use both data sets to illustrate alternative approaches that have been developed for dealing with sparse functional data. In Section 2 we discuss different classes of methods that can be applied to functional data and examine the relative merits of each approach for sparsely observed data. Then in Section 3 we briefly outline several specific methodologies that have been developed for dealing with sparse functional data in the principal components, clustering, classification and regression settings.
Section 4 considers the second situation where sparsity plays a key role. Here we examine two approaches that utilize variable selection ideas from the high dimensional regression literature to perform functional regressions. The first approach uses variable selection methods to identify a small set of time points that are jointly most predictive for the response, Y . A local linear estimator is then used to form predictions for Y based on the observed values of the predictor, X(t), at the selected time points. The second approach performs an interpretable functional linear regression by assuming sparsity in the derivatives of β(t). For example, a simple piecewise linear estimate for β(t) can be produced provided β ′′ (t) is zero at "most" time points. Variable selection methods are then used to identify the locations where β ′′ (t) is non-zero.
Different Approaches To Functional Data
In the classic FDA situation with densely observed curves a common approach involves forming a fine grid of time points and sampling the curves at each time point. This approach results in a high, but finite, dimensional representation for each curve. One can then apply standard statistical methods to the resulting data vectors. Since the vectors are high dimensional and nearby observations in time will generally be highly correlated the resulting covariance matrices can be unstable. A common solution involves imposing some kind of regularization constraint (DiPillo, 1976; Friedman, 1989; Banfield and Raftery, 1993; Hastie et al., 1995) . While this discretization followed by regularization approach can work well on densely observed functional data it will fail for the types of sparse data illustrated in Figure 1 . For this data, each individual has been observed at different time points. Hence, any fixed grid that is formed will involve many missing observations for each curve. For such data a new approach becomes necessary. In Sections 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 we discuss three possible alternatives. Throughout this section we assume that one observes N functions, Y 1 (t), . . . , Y N (t) with the ith function observed at time points t i1 , . . . , t in i and Y ij = Y i (t ij ).
Basis Functions
A natural way to model the smooth shape of each curve observed over time is to choose a finite p-dimensional basis, s ℓ (t), ℓ = 1, . . . , p. One can then assume
where s(t) = [s 1 (t), s 2 (t), . . . , s p (t)] T and η i represents the basis coefficients for the ith curve. Common examples for s ℓ (t) include spline and Fourier bases. Once the basis and dimension, p, have been chosen the η i 's can be estimated by applying standard least squares, separately to each curve, using the linear model (1).
Once the η i 's have been estimated there are two common approaches to analyzing the data. The first involves using the estimated η i and (1) to provide an estimate of the entire curve, Y i (t). One can then treat the estimated curve as if it had been observed and apply the discretization approach previously discussed. Alternatively, one can treat the p-dimensional estimated η i 's as the observed data and apply standard statistical methods. A related approach to the basis method involves fitting a separate smoothing spline to each curve by finding g i (t) to minimize
Once the g i 's have been estimated the discretization approach can be applied. The basis and smoothing methods both have the advantage over the straight discretization approach that they can be applied to data where the curves have not all been measured at the same time points. For example, they can be used on the Nephropathy data. However, the basis method also has several problems. First, when the curves are measured at different time points, it is easy to show that the variance of the estimated basis coefficients, η i , is different for each individual. Hence, any statistical analysis that utilizes the η i 's should place more weight on the more accurately estimated basis coefficients. However, it is often not obvious how one should treat the η i 's differently. Even more importantly, for extremely sparse data sets many of the basis coefficients will have infinite variance, making it impossible to produce reasonable estimates. For example, in the growth data there are so few observations that it is not possible to fit a separate curve for each individual using any reasonable basis. In this case the basis approach will fail.
Mixed Effects Methods
The main reason that the basis approach fails for the growth data is that it only uses the information from a particular curve to estimate the basis coefficients for that curve. For the growth data there are few observations per curve but a large number of curves so in total we still have a lot of information. Hence, a potentially superior method would be to somehow utilize the information from all curves to estimate the coefficients for each curve. A natural way to achieve this goal is to utilize a mixed effects framework. Mixed effects models have been widely used in the analysis of functional data; see for instance Shi et al. (1996) , Brumback and Rice (1998) and Rice and Wu (2001) for some early examples.
Denote by β an unknown but fixed vector of spline coefficients, let γ i be a random vector of spline coefficients for each curve with population covariance matrix Γ, and let ǫ i (t) be random noise with mean zero and variance σ 2 . The resulting mixed effects model has the form
In practice Y i (t) is only observed at a finite set of time points. Let Y i be the vector consisting of the n i observed values, let S i be the corresponding n i by p spline basis matrix evaluated at these time points, and let ǫ i be the corresponding random noise vector with covariance matrix σ 2 I. The mixed effects model then becomes
The fixed-effects term, S i β, models the mean curve for the population and the random-effects term, S i γ i , allows for individual variation. The principal patterns of variation about the mean curve are referred to as functional principal component curves. A general approach to fitting mixed effects models of this form uses the EM algorithm to estimate β, Γ and σ 2 (Laird and Ware, 1982) . Given these estimates, predictions are obtained for the γ i 's using the "best linear unbiased prediction" (Henderson, 1950) . For (3) above, the best linear unbiased prediction for γ i is
Once the γ i 's have been computed one can then either form predictions for each Y i (t) using (2) and utilize the discretization approach, or else simply treat the γ i 's as the observed p-dimensional data.
The mixed effects method has many advantages over the basis approach. First, it estimates the curve Y i (t) using all the observed data points rather than just those from the ith individual. This means that the mixed effects method can be applied when there are insufficient data from each individual curve to use the basis method. For example, James et al. (2000) successfully use a mixed effects model to fit the growth data. Secondly, it uses maximum likelihood to estimate the parameters. Thus it automatically assigns the correct weight to each observation and the resulting estimators have all the usual asymptotic optimality properties.
Local Smoothing
The mixed effects approach is not the only method for building strength across functions by incorporating information from all the curves. An alternative approach, that does not require specifying basis functions, involves using local smoothing techniques to estimate the mean and covariance functions of the curves. The smoothing approach makes use of the KarhunenLoeve expansion which states that any smooth curve can be decomposed as
where ξ k is the kth principal component score and φ k (t) is the kth principal component function. Hence a natural approximation for Y (t) is given bŷ
where K represents the number of principal components used in the estimation. Lower values of K correspond to more regularization. Next we outline the method for estimatingμ(t),ξ k andφ k (t). Let Y i (t) = µ(t) + X i (t) + ǫ i (t) where µ(t) = EY i (t) and V ar(ǫ i ) = σ 2 . Further, let G(s, t) = cov(X(s), X(t)), the covariance function of X(t). To implement this approach one first pools all the observations for Y 1 (t), . . . , Y N (t) and uses a kernel method such as a local linear smoother to estimate µ(t). Next, the estimated mean is subtracted from the curves and the "raw" covariance estimates
are computed. A local smoother is then applied to all the G i (t ij , t il ) points where j = l to produce, G(s, t), an estimate for G(s, t). From the estimated covariance function one can compute the corresponding eigenvalues,λ k and eigenfunctions,φ k (t) via
where φ k (t) 2 dt = 1 and φ k (t)φ m (t)dt = 0 for m < k. Equation (5) can be estimated by evaluating G(s, t) over a fine grid and then computing the standard eigenvectors and eigenvalues. The final step in implementing (4) requires the estimation ofξ ik . Yao et al. (2005a) recommend using an approach they call PACE which involves computing the conditional expectation
where φ ik and µ i are vectors corresponding to the principal component function and mean function evaluated at t i1 , . . . , t in i and (Σ i ) jl = G(t ij , t il )+ σ 2 δ jl where δ jl = 1 if j = l and 0 otherwise. Plugging in the estimates of these various parameters givesξ ik . Once theξ ik 's have been estimated one can either compute the Y i (t)'s using (4) and apply the discretization approach or else treat theξ ik 's as a K-dimensional representation of the curves. See Yao et al. (2005a) for an application of this approach to estimate functional principal components. Both the basis function and local smoothing approaches require the choice of tuning parameters. For basis functions one must select the dimension of the basis and for local smoothing the bandwidth. As with all problems involving tuning parameters there are a number of possible approaches that can be used such as AIC, BIC or cross-validation. In practice, depending on the sparsity level of the data, visual inspection is often used to select a reasonable tradeoff between fit to the data and smoothness of the curves.
Applications of FDA to Sparse Data
This section illustrates some applications of the functional data analysis paradigm to sparse data situations. In particular we discuss functional principal components, functional clustering, functional classification and functional regression methods.
Functional Principal Components Analysis
A number of papers have been written on the problem of computing functional principal components (FPCA). Ramsay and Silverman (2005) discuss FPCA for densely sampled curves (see also Chapter 8). For sparsely sampled data a few references include Shi et al. (1996) , Staniswalis and Lee (1998) , James et al. (2000) , Rice and Wu (2001) , and Yao et al. (2005a) . These approaches tend to either use the mixed effects framework of Section 2.2 or the local smoother method from Section 2.3. For example the approach of Yao et al. (2005a) first uses a local smoother to estimate the covariance function, G(s, t). The covariance function is then discretized over a fine grid from which the eigenvectors and eigenvalues are computed. Finally, the principal component scores, ξ ik , are computed using the PACE estimate given by (6).
Here we outline an alternative approach to that of Yao et al. (2005a) which utilizes the mixed effects framework discussed in Section 2.2. The mixed effects approach to functional principal components has been used in several papers (Shi et al., 1996; James et al., 2000; Rice and Wu, 2001) . Let Y i (t) be the measurement at time t for the ith individual or curve. Let µ(t) be the overall mean function, let f j be the jth principal component function and set f = (f 1 , f 2 , . . . , f K ) T . To estimate K principal component curves we first define a general additive model
subject to the orthogonality constraint f j f l = 0 for j = l and 1 otherwise. The random vector α i gives the relative weights on the principal component functions for the ith individual and ǫ i (t) is random measurement error. The α i 's and ǫ i 's are all assumed to have mean zero. The α i 's are taken to have a common covariance matrix, Σ, and the measurement errors are assumed uncorrelated with a constant variance of σ 2 . In order to fit this model when the data are measured at only a finite number of time points it is necessary to place some restrictions on the form of the mean and principal component curves so one represents µ and f using a finite dimensional basis, such as spline functions (Silverman, 1985; Green and Silverman, 1994) . Let s(t) be a p-dimensional orthogonal basis. Let Θ and θ µ be, respectively, a p by k matrix and a p-dimensional vector of spline coefficients. Then µ(t) = s(t) T θ µ , and f (t) T = s(t) T Θ. The resulting restricted model has the form
The equations in (7) impose orthogonality constraints on the principal component curves. Note that, if one does not assume a special structure for the covariance matrix of the α i 's, Θ and Σ are confounded. Thus we restrict the covariance matrix to be diagonal and denote it by D. For each individual i, let t i1 , t i2 , . . . , t in i be the time points at which measurements are available. Then
Note that S i is the basis matrix for the ith individual. To approximate the orthogonality condition in (7) we choose s(·) so that S T S = I, where S is the basis matrix evaluated on a fine grid of time points. For instance, for the growth data the time interval was divided into 172 periods of 1/10th of a year each.
The final model can then be written as
James et al. (2000) provide an EM fitting procedure for this model and also suggest methods for choosing p and K. They also note that (8) can be interpreted as a mixed effects model with a rank constraint on the covariance matrix. Peng and Paul (2007) propose an alternative geometric based fitting procedure which is somewhat superior to the EM approach. Figure 2 provides an illustration of this approach on the growth data. The plot gives 80% and 90% confidence intervals for the mean function, and the first two principal components. The confidence intervals were produced using a parametric bootstrap approach (James et al., 2000) . Despite the sparsity of the data, the intervals for the mean function are relatively narrow with some widening in the right tail where there are few observations. The confidence intervals for the first principal component are much wider, particularly in the right tail. The large dip in the confidence band in this region occurs because approximately 20% of the bootstrap principal component curves exhibited an inverted U shape. There appear to be two distinctly different possible shapes for this component. Interestingly, given the variability of the first component, the intervals for the second component follow the general shape of the estimated curve quite tightly. 
Functional Clustering
Here we outline an approach to clustering of sparsely sampled functional data proposed in James and Sugar (2003) . In Section 3.2.1 a functional clustering model utilizing the mixed effects framework discussed in Section 2.2 is developed. Section 3.2.2 describes how the model can be used to obtain low-dimensional plots of curve data sets, enabling one to visually assess clustering. Discriminant functions to identify the regions of greatest separation between clusters are developed in Section 3.2.3. Finally, Section 3.2.4 shows an approach for using the clustering model to estimate the entire curve for an individual.
A Functional Clustering Model
Let g i (t) be the true value for the ith individual or curve at time t, and let g i , Y i and ǫ i be, respectively, the corresponding vectors of true values, observed values and measurement errors at times t i1 , . . . ,
where N is the number of individuals. The measurement errors are assumed to have mean zero and to be uncorrelated with each other and g i . It is necessary to impose some structure on the individual curves so, as with the functional PCA approach, one can model g i (t) using basis functions. Let g i (t) = s(t) T η i where s(t) is a p-dimensional spline basis vector and η i is a vector of spline coefficients. The η i 's are modeled using a Gaussian distribution,
where z i ∈ {1, . . . , G} denotes the unknown cluster membership and G represents the number of clusters. The z i 's can either be modeled as missing data using the "mixture likelihood" approach or as unknown parameters using the "classification likelihood" approach.
There is a further parameterization of the cluster means that proves useful for producing low-dimensional representations of the curves. Note that µ k can be rewritten as
where λ 0 and α k are respectively p-and h-dimensional vectors, and Λ is a p × h matrix with h ≤ min(p, G − 1). When h = G − 1, (9) involves no loss of generality while h < G − 1 implies that the means lie in a restricted subspace. With this formulation the functional clustering model (FCM) can be written as
where S i = (s(t i1 ), . . . , s(t in i )) T is the basis matrix for the ith curve. Note that λ 0 , Λ and α k are confounded if no constraints are imposed. Therefore we require that
and
where S is the basis matrix evaluated over a fine lattice of time points that encompasses the full range of the data and Σ = σ 2 I+SΓS T . The restriction in (11) means that s(t) T λ 0 may be interpreted as the overall mean curve. There are many possible constraints that could be placed on Λ. The reason for the particular form used in (12) will become apparent in Section 3.2.2.
Fitting the functional clustering model involves estimating λ 0 , Λ, α k , Γ and σ 2 . This is achieved by maximizing the likelihood function using an EM algorithm treating the cluster memberships, z i , as missing data. The E-step can be implemented by noting that under (10), conditional on the ith curve belonging to the kth cluster,
where Σ i = σ 2 I + S i ΓS T i . Depending on whether the classification or mixture likelihood approach is used, curves are first either assigned to a cluster (classification) or assigned a probability of belonging to a cluster (mixture). Then the parameters are estimated given the current assignments and the process is repeated. Further details of the algorithm are provided in James and Sugar (2003) .
Low-dimensional graphical representations
One of the chief difficulties in high-dimensional clustering is visualization of the data. Plotting functional data is easier because of the continuity of the dimensions. However, it can still be hard to see the clusters since variations in shape and the location of time-points make it difficult to assess the relative distances between curves. These problems are exacerbated when the curves are fragmentary, as in Figure 1a ). In this section we illustrate a set of graphical tools for use with functional data. The method is based on projecting the curves into a low-dimensional space so that they can be plotted as points, making it much easier to detect the presence of clusters. Figure 3a) shows the growth data projected onto a one-dimensional space. The horizontal axis represents the projected curve, α i , while the vertical axis gives the average age of observation for each individual. Points to the left of zero are assigned to cluster 1 and the remainder to cluster 2. Squares represent males and circles females. The dotted lines at α 1 and α 2 correspond to the projected cluster centers. Notice that while there is a significant overlap, most males belong to cluster 1 and most females to cluster 2 even though the model was fit without using gender labels. The plot shows that the clustering separates the genders most strongly for those younger than 16 years. In fact, 74% of such individuals matched the majority gender of their cluster compared with only 57% of those older than 16. This is because girls typically begin their growth spurt before boys. Figure 3b) illustrates the procedure by which the α i 's are derived using a two cluster, two curve example. First, Y i is projected onto the p-dimensional spline basis to getη
Second,η i is projected onto the h-dimensional space spanned by the means, µ k , to get λ 0 + Λ α i where
Thus, α i is the h-dimensional projection of Y i onto the mean space after centering. Notice that in this exampleη 2 is closest to µ 2 in Euclidean distance but after projection onto the mean space it is closest to µ 1 and will be assigned to cluster 1. James and Sugar (2003) prove that arg max
where
and π k is the prior probability that an observation belongs to the kth cluster.
From (16) and Bayes rule we note that cluster assignments based on the α i 's will minimize the expected number of misassignments. Thus no clustering information is lost through the projection of Y i onto the lower dimensional space. We call the α i 's functional linear discriminants because they are exact analogues of the low-dimensional representations used to visualize data in linear discriminant analysis. In the finite-dimensional setting the linear discriminants all have identity covariance so separation between classes can be assessed visually using the Euclidean distance metric. In the functional clustering setting Cov( α i ) is given by (17). When all curves are measured at the same time points constraint (12) will guarantee Cov( α i ) = I for all i, again allowing the Euclidean metric to be used. When curves are measured at different time points it is not possible to impose a constraint that will simultaneously cause Cov( α i ) = I for all i. However, when the cluster means lie in a one dimensional subspace (h = 1), assuming equal priors, (16) simplifies to arg min
which yields the same assignments as if the α i 's all had the same variance. In this situation it is useful to plot the functional linear discriminants versus their standard deviations to indicate not only to which cluster each point belongs but also the level of accuracy with which it has been observed. Note that for a two cluster model h must be 1. However, it will often be reasonable to assume the means lie approximately in one dimension even when there are more than two clusters. Linear discriminant plots have other useful features. Note that the functional linear discriminant for a curve observed over the entire grid of time points used to form S will have identity covariance. Thus, the Euclidean distance between the α k 's gives the number of standard deviations separating the cluster means for a fully observed curve. The degree to which the variance for an individual curve is greater than 1 indicates how much discriminatory power has been lost due to taking observations at only a subset of time points. This has implications for experimental design in that it suggests how to achieve minimum variance, and hence optimal cluster separation, with a fixed number of time points. For instance the cluster means in Figure 3a ) are 2.4 standard deviations apart, indicating that the groups can be fairly well separated if curves are measured at all time points. The overlap between the two groups is due to the extreme sparsity of sampling, resulting in the α i 's having standard deviations up to 2.05.
Plots for the membranous nephropathy data, given in Figure 4 , provide an example in which the differing covariances of the α i 's must be taken into account more carefully. Nephrologists' experiences suggest that patients with this disease fall into three groups, either faring well, deteriorating gradually or collapsing quickly. Hence we fit a three cluster model whose mean curves are shown in Figure 4a ). With three clusters the means must lie in a plane. Figure 4b) shows a two-dimensional linear discriminant plot with solid circles indicating cluster centers. To circumvent the problem caused by the unequal covariances, we use different symbols for members of different clusters. Note that while most patients fall in the cluster corresponding to their closest cluster in Euclidean distance, there are several that do not. In this example the cluster centers lie essentially on a straight line so it is sufficient to fit a one-dimensional model (h = 1). The corresponding plots are shown in Figures 4c) and d) . The basic shapes of the mean curves are reassuringly similar to those in 4a), but are physiologically more sensible in the right tail. Figure 4d ) plots one dimensional α i 's versus their standard deviations. We see that the cluster on the right is very tight while the other two are not as well separated. Figures 4e) and f) show respectively the overall mean curve, s(t) T λ 0 and the function s(t) T Λ. The latter, when multiplied by α k , gives the distance between µ k (t) and the overall mean curve. From Figure 4e ) we see that on average the patients showed a decline in renal function. The primary distinction lies in the speed of the deterioration. For example, the fact that Figure 4f) shows a sharp decline in the first two years indicates that patients in the third cluster, which has a highly positive α 3 , experience a much sharper initial drop than average. In fact all patients in cluster 3 eventually required dialysis. 
Discriminant functions
In this section we present a set of curves that identify the dimensions, or equivalently time points, of maximum discrimination between clusters. Intuitively, the dimensions with largest average separation relative to their variability will provide the greatest discrimination. Average separation can be determined by examining SΛ while variability is calculated using the covariance matrix, Σ = SΓS T + σ 2 I. These two quantities can work in opposite directions, making it difficult to identify the regions of greatest discrimination. Consider, for example, Figure 5 which illustrates the covariance and correlation functions for the growth data. From Figure 5a ) it is clear that the relationship between a person's bone mineral density before and after puberty is weak but the measurements after puberty are strongly correlated with each other. Figure 5b ) has a sharp peak in the early puberty years corresponding to the period of greatest variability. However, this is also the period of greatest distance between the cluster mean curves. The dimensions of maximum discrimination must also be the ones that are most important in determining cluster assignment. When observations are made at all time points, the spline basis matrix is S, and equations (15) and (16) imply that curves should be assigned based solely on the Euclidean distance between α = Λ T S T Σ −1 (Y − Sλ 0 ) and the α k 's. Thus
gives the optimal weights to apply to each dimension for determining cluster membership. Dimensions with low weights contain little information about cluster membership and therefore do little to distinguish among groups, while dimensions with large weights have high discriminatory power. Notice that this set of weights fits with the intuitive notion that dimensions with high discrimination should have large average separation, SΛ, relative to their variability, Σ. James and Sugar (2003) draw connections between this function and the classical linear discriminant function for a Gaussian mixture. When the α k 's are one dimensional, Λ T S T Σ −1 is a vector and the weights can be plotted as a single curve, as illustrated by Figure 6 for the growth and nephropathy data sets. For the growth data the highest absolute weights occur in the puberty years, confirming our earlier interpretation from the linear discriminant plot, Figure 3a) . For the nephropathy data most of the discrimination between clusters occurs in the early and late stages of disease. The difference between patients in the later time periods is not surprising. However, the discriminatory power of the early periods is encouraging since one of the primary goals of this study was to predict disease progression based on entry characteristics. 
Curve estimation
The model from Section 3.2.1 can also be used to accurately predict unobserved portions of g i (t), the true curve for the ith individual. When using a basis representation a natural estimate for g i (t) isĝ i (t) = s(t) Tη i , wherê η i is a prediction for η i . James and Sugar (2003) show that the optimal estimate for η i is E(η i |Y i ). This quantity takes on slightly different values depending on whether the unknown cluster membership, z i , is taken to be a random variable or a parameter to be estimated. However, in the simpler case where z i is modeled as a parameter
where z i = arg max k f (y|z ik = 1). In general, using (18) to form predictions produces significant improvements over the basis approach from Section 2.1 when σ 2 is very large, the components of Γ are very small, or S T i S i is close to singular. In fact, when S T i S i is singular the basis approach breaks down completely while the functional clustering method can still produce reliable predictions. Figure 7 illustrates this approach for two subjects from the growth data. For each plot, the two solid grey lines give the cluster mean curves, the solid black curve fragment gives the observed values for a single individual, and the dashed line gives the corresponding prediction. The dotted lines represent 95% confidence and prediction intervals. See James and Sugar (2003) for details on producing the intervals. Note that the confidence interval provides bounds for the underlying function g i (t) while the prediction interval bounds the observed value of g i (t). As usual, the prediction interval is produced by adding σ 2 to the variance used in the confidence interval.
Extensions to Functional Classification
The functional clustering model can easily be extended to the functional classification setting where one wishes to classify a curve, Y i (t), into one of G possible classes. In this setting James and Hastie (2001) use (10) to model the observed curves except that now z i is assumed known for the data used to train the model. This removes one step from the functional clustering EM fitting procedure, namely where z i is estimated. In all other respects the clustering and classification models are fit in an identical fashion. In addition the same tools that were developed in the clustering setting can also be used for classification problems. For example, the growth data also recorded an individuals ethnicity. We fit the functional classification model to a subset of the data, females of Asian or African American decent, using ethnicity as the class variable. Figure 8a ) graphs the corresponding linear discriminants as described in Section 3. center vertical line are classified as Asian and those to the left as African American. While there is some overlap between the groups it is clear that most of the observations on the right are Asian (circles) while those on the left tend to be African American (triangles). There is strong evidence of a difference between the two groups. This is further highlighted in Figure 8b ) which plots the raw curves for the two ethnic groups along with the estimated mean curves for each group. One can clearly see that African Americans tend to, on average, have higher bone mineral density.
Functional Regression
One of the most useful tools in FDA is that of functional regression. This setting can correspond to either functional predictors or functional responses or both. See Ramsay and Silverman (2002) and Muller and Stadtmuller (2005) for numerous specific applications. One commonly studied problem involves data with functional predictors but scalar responses. Ramsay and Silverman (2005) discuss this scenario and several papers have also been written on the topic, both for continuous and categorical responses, and for linear and non-linear models (Hastie and Mallows, 1993; James and Hastie, 2001; Ferraty and Vieu, 2002; James, 2002; Cardot et al., 2003; Ferraty and Vieu, 2003; Muller and Stadtmuller, 2005; James and Silverman, 2005; Cardot et al., 2007; Crambes et al., 2009) . The alternative situation where the response is functional has also been well studied. A sampling of papers examining this situation includes Fahrmeir and Tutz (1994) , Liang and Zeger (1986), Faraway (1997) , Hoover et al. (1998) , Wu et al. (1998) , Fan and Zhang (2000) , and Lin and Ying (2001) . Chapters 1-6 give good overviews on this topic.
Here we briefly examine an approach by Yao et al. (2005b) specifically designed for performing functional regressions where the predictor and response have both been sparsely sampled. Assume we observe a set of predictor curves, X i , and a corresponding set of response curves, Y i . The predictors are observed at times s i1 , . . . , s il i and the responses at times t i1 , . . . , t in i . A standard method to model the relationship between X and Y is to use the linear regression model
where X c is the centered version of X. In this model, β(s, t) is a twodimensional coefficient function that must be estimated from the data. When X and Y are both densely sampled β(s, t) can be computed relatively simply by using a penalized least squares approach. However, for sparsely observed data the least squares method is not feasible. Yao et al. (2005b) avoid this problem by first assuming that the curves have measurement error using the following model
Using this model they show that
Next, scatterplot smoothers are used to obtain smooth estimates of the mean and covariance functions for both the predictors and responses. Then, using a similar approach to that used in Section 2.3, estimates for ψ m (s) and φ k (t), as well as ρ m , the eigenvalues for the predictors, can be produced from the covariance functions. A smooth estimate for C(s, t) = cov(X(s), Y (t)) is also produced using a smoothing procedure. Then ρ m can be used to estimate E[ζ 2 m ] andσ km provides an estimate for E[ζ m ξ k ] wherê
The final estimate for β(s, t) is given bŷ
Once this model has been fit predictions for a new response function, Y * , given a partially observed predictor function, X * , can be made using
The only quantity in here that needs to be computed isζ * m . However,ζ * m can be computed using an analogous approach to the PACE method of Section 2.3. Details are provided in Yao et al. (2005b) .
Variable Selection in a Functional Setting
In this section we examine another sense in which sparsity can be important in the regression setting. Here we return to the more traditional FDA paradigm where it is assumed that the functions in question have been observed over a dense grid of time points. In this setting we outline two methods that have been proposed for performing regressions involving a functional predictor, X(t) and a scalar response, Y . Both methods use ideas from the high dimensional regression literature, where it is often assumed that the coefficient vector, β, is sparse in the sense of containing few non-zero values.
Selecting Influential Design Points
Ferraty et al. (2009) suggest a method, called a "sequential algorithm for selecting design automatically" (SASDA), for taking a function predictor, X(t), observed at a fine grid of time points, t 1 , . . . , t r , and selecting a small subset of points that are most predictive of the response, Y . They refer to these points as the "most predictive design points". The selected design points are then used to produce a local linear regression for predicting the response. Ferraty et al. begin with the general functional nonparametric model
If one was to interpret this model using a standard nonparametric approach then (22) would become Y = g(X(t 1 ), . . . , X(t r )) + ǫ. This approach is not practical because X(t 1 ), . . . , X(t r ) are both high dimensional and highly correlated. Instead, g is approximated using a local linear estimator,ĝ h . Let S(t, h) be the cross validated sum of squares error between Y i and the prediction,ĝ h (X i ), constructed using the time points, t. Then an iterative algorithm is proposed for selecting the optimal design points for t. First t is initialized to the empty set. Then, the single time point t s that gives the lowest value for S(t, h) is selected. The algorithm continues, at each step selecting the time point resulting in the greatest reduction in S(t, h), conditional on the currently chosen points. This procedure continues until there are no new points that cause a large enough reduction in S(t, h).
Ferraty et al. demonstrate SASDA on two real world data sets and show that it can have higher predictive accuracy in comparison to other standard functional linear, or nonlinear, regression methods. Another advantage of SASDA is that it generally selects a small set of time points that jointly contain the relevant information in terms of predicting Y . This makes the final model much easier to interpret because the relationship between the response and predictor can be summarized in terms of these few time points.
Several extensions of SASDA are also considered. Ferraty et al. note that their approach can be computationally expensive. They suggest using a method such as the Lasso (Tibshirani, 1996) to perform an initial dimension reduction and then to implement SASDA on the time points that Lasso selects. This seems to result in a small reduction in prediction accuracy but a significant improvement in computational efficiency. Another extension that is examined involves combining SASDA with other functional regression methods. Specifically, one first fits SASDA and then uses functional linear, or nonlinear, regression methods to predict the leave one out residual between the response and the SASDA prediction. The final predicted response is then the sum of the SASDA fit plus the predicted residual. This combined approach appears to give further improvements in prediction accuracy. James et al. (2009) develop a method, which they call "Functional Linear Regression That's Interpretable" (FLiRTI) , that produces accurate, but also highly interpretable, estimates for the coefficient function, β(t). The key to their procedure is to reformulate the problem as a form of variable selection. In particular they divide the time period up into a fine grid of points and then use variable selection methods to determine whether the dth derivative of β(t) is zero or not at each of the grid points. The implicit assumption is that the dth derivative will be zero at most grid points i.e. it will be sparse. By choosing appropriate derivatives they can produce a large range of highly interpretable β(t) curves.
Functional Linear Regression That's Interpretable
James et al. start with the standard functional linear regression model Y i = β 0 + X i (t)β(t)dt + ǫ i , i = 1, . . . , n.
Then modeling β(t) using a p-dimensional basis function, β(t) = B(t) T η, they arrive at
where X i = X i (t)B(t)dt. Estimating η presents difficulties because a high dimensional basis is used so p > n. Hence FLiRTI models β(t) assuming that one or more of its derivatives are sparse i.e. β (d) (t) = 0 over large regions of t for one or more values of d = 0, 1, 2, . . .. This approach has the advantage of both constraining η enough to allow one to fit (23) as well as producing a highly interpretable estimate for β(t). For example, constraining the first derivative produces an estimate for β(t) that is constant over large regions. The fact that the effect of X(t) on Y is constant over most time points makes the relationship between predictor and response simple to understand. 
γ j provides an approximation to β (d) (t j ) and hence, enforcing sparsity in γ constrains β (d) (t j ) to be zero at most time points. For example, one may believe that β (2) (t) = 0 over many regions of t, i.e. β(t) is exactly linear over large regions of t. In this situation we would let 
which implies γ j = p 2 [B(t j ) T η − 2B(t j−1 ) T η + B(t j−2 ) T η]. Hence, provided p is large, so t is sampled on a fine grid, γ j ≈ β (2) (t j ). In this case enforcing sparsity in the γ j 's will produce an estimate for β(t) that is linear except at the time points corresponding to non-zero values of γ j . If A is constructed using a single derivative, as in (25), then one can always choose a grid of p different time points, t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t p such that A is a square p by p invertible matrix. In this case η = A −1 γ so (23) and (24) can be combined to produce the FLiRTI model
where V = [1|XA −1 ], 1 is a vector of ones and β 0 has been incorporated into γ. James et al. then use high dimensional regression methods such as the Lasso (Tibshirani, 1996) and the Dantzig Selector (Candes and Tao, 2007) to estimate γ. A final estimate for β(t) is produced usingβ(t) = B(t) Tη = B(t) T A −1γ . James et al. show that FLiRTI performs well on simulated and real world data sets. In addition, they present non-asymptotic theoretical bounds on the estimation error.
